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Large 128-Carrier Channel Clusters Example (Code Length Sort) 

The figure shows composite controlled clustering of 
overlaping bandwidth orthogonal carriers that includes 
duplicates of about 2x unique carrier count (unique carrier 
count is 76) while maintaining common synchronization 
parameters of transmit and receive time of day. This 
configuration is not possible with multiple shift register 
based binary code lengths. This is an extreme limitation of 
shift register codes. Each unique CSK carrier contains 
orthogonal symbols with 1-to-4 quadrature symbols per 
carrier. The CSK codes generated are random binary 
codes with the maximum count of unique orthogonal CSK 
codes proportional to the factorial of total pulse width 
counts in the CSK half code. The CSK Code counts in this 
paper average about 30 where 30-factorial = 
2.6525285981219105863630848 X 10^32 (very large 
number in category of “grains of sand on Earth beaches”). 
This parameter is made possible by the CSK RANDOM 
Binary Code Generator of Patent No. US 10056937 B1 
dated Aug. 21, 2018.  
 
These CSK Codes are consistent with I and Q quadrature 
phased QPSK modulation introduced in the 1960s. Each 
individual CSK root code is defined as a tier0 code. The 
half-code pairs are uniquely tandem shuffled and remerged 
to a full length binary code. Pairs of tier0 codes are XORed 
to form tier1 codes. Pairs of tier1 codes are XORed to form 
the tier2 codes defined as the final CSK full length codes. 
The figure bottom text summary shows the example total 
of 128 carriers (including duplicates) with an average of 
about 2 CSK carriers per unique carrier.  
 
Primary CSK Codes Advantages 

• All position determination algorithms do not require 
more than 2 ranges to local cell tower 

• Each line-of-site tower is assumed to be 
broadcasting precision LAT-LONG plus 
ALTITUDE 

• There are 76 unique carriers in the total list of 128 
transmitted carriers 

• FCPW CSK Code generator creates a  bandwidth 
of 2/3 X symbol chipping rate 

• There are 1 to 5 orthogonal CSK binary codes per 
carrier 

• Total receive throughput possible is about 2048+ 
Mbps 

 


